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The hardest choices require the strongest wills tattoo

Thanos: With all six Stones, I could simply snap my fingers. They would all cease to exist. I call that... mercy. Stephen Strange: And then what? Thanos: I finally rest. And watch the sun rise on a grateful universe. The hardest choices require the strongest wills. Stephen Strange: I think you'll find our will
equal to yours. From Avengers: Infinity War (2018) Mengmm Encyclopedia sincerely hopes that the new coronavirus pneumonia outbreak will end prematurely! | To create a prototype class strip, see the announcement about changing the guidelines for including current prototype class items! Hello~!
Welcome to the Mengmm Encyclopedia! If you've been here for the first time, sign up for the Moma Encyclopedia here! Welcome to students with translation skills ~ Interested persons click on →Category: Items that need translation← correct/add if you find some content errors/vacancies in MengmmM!
Editing Mengmm Encyclopedia is actually very easy! Mengmm Encyclopedia fun, please recommend to friends Oh ~ Mengmm Encyclopedia Group 119170500 Welcome to join, please write [Mengmm + their ID] when you sign up ~ Mengmeng Encyclopedia Discord group has been set up, click here to
join! Mengmeng Encyclopedia, everything is cute encyclopedia! Please display a link to the web page of the source page, and declare a quote from the MengmmM encyclopedia. Content may not be commercial. THE HARDEST CHOICES REQUIRE THE STRONGEST WILLS. - Thanos Annihilator is the
wife of the Marvel Cinematic Universe's evil defeat. The comic book edition, which refers to the movie version of this character, already has the official female version in the unlimited armored comic book series. The titan star has purple skin due to genetic mutations and has several stripes on his chin. His
muscular strength is unmatched, he is one of the most powerful warriors in the universe, his body is indessable and difficult to be damaged by any force. The destroyed weapon is a huge double-bladed large sword, powerful enough to tear hard and well-known jinjin gold, the central knob organ can rotate
at high speed, and after it is lost it can fly again on an unknown principle. Once a resident of Titan, this life offered a solution to kill half the population in the face of the Earth's resource crisis, and Titan is called the Crazy Titan. Finally, titans were destroyed, and as survivors, destruction felt the limited
resources of the universe and thus determined a plan to destroy half of the life of the universe to balance it. Savage a huge army and became the most powerful force in the universe, he decided to collect six infinite gems legendary representing the basic power of the universe, destroying half of the life of
the universe. After a long effort, the plaque was located in the location of all infinite gems. Earth's heroic organization, the Avengers, struggled to stop it, but with six Infinity Stones in one hand and infinite gloves to control the power of gems, he biologically made half of the universe into dust and sent them
to garden planets using space gems to hide in old age. The Avengers then passed through time and space to restore half of their lives, passing through past timelines to reclaim infinity stones, but exposing their unexpected plans to past annihilation, the annihilation led the army to a final battle with the
Avengers. Avengers member Iron Man produced a new Infinity Glove, and the moment another member, the Hulk, succeeded in reclaiming half his life, the army of annihilation crossed over. The armed, battle-breaking easily brought down the Avengers, and by the time he got the Infinity Stone back,
some heroes from all over earth and space had gathered to fight his army. Finally, Iron Man robbed him of infinite gems, rang his fingers to destroy all his armies, and he died due to the erosion of the power of infinite gems. The now-destroyed actor revealed that the story of the loss is far from over. Main
main item: Avengers (film) 'Guardians of the Galaxy' (film) 'Avengers 2' (movie) 'Avengers 3' (movie) 'Annihilation: Titan Passik' (novel) 'Fortnite' (game) 'Avengers 4: End Game' (film) External link Like us on Facebook! Baghdaddy Hiddenlol was an inside job 64,290 Karma Hunter Signup or Login to
interact with this user. Next Posts We know the teenage kids will never find it in here. My daughter did this to every photo in my house to see if my wife would notice. Seen at a grocery store in St George, UT. Mmmm i think my meat butcher just butcherd a xenomorph Both sound like my last relationship
It's crazy how accurate this is, Chris Jericho haha Found this book the other day while shopping Got the。 perfect Christmas card picture for next year He's getting too old for this shit. Improvise, adapt, overcome Hate when these dumb guys do this A rare photo of John Favreau and Dave Fioloni writing
new episodes of The Mandalorian You've seen Elf on a Shelf, but have you seen.. The true origin of Pikachu Come here you little shit! It was a rough day for Eve at daycare today. Lawd, that first morning pee can surprise you B-but I'm still darkness! Pls Crock_ it was just a one-time thing... you're a
great guy but stop calling me A friend received this during his wfh Science Doesn't give a *** .. You've never smiled ar me since we started dating... HAHAHA Well.... someone is not getting their mail.... A Christmas Carol, by Charles Dickens I knew he looked familiar. Selfie, month 6 of quarantine. Please
be kind. I always feel like somebody's watching me And I have no privacy I've decided to go home after my lunch break. I don't think anyone will notice... The Colonel's Holiday Three-Way That moment you realise it says FW for flat white and your barista has NOT drawn a dick and balls on your coffee lid
The Snowman i build like 20 years ago My amputee friend。 , who caught covid and has been quarantined has a funny sense of humor. In the eye of the berser... Like a needle in a haystack! How best to entertain them sh!t I have ever played lmaoo unfortunate situation even in times of epidemics still do
not buy cinnamon coke cinnamon cola is winning son? But 2004 This photo captures not only quotes from my favorite Christmas movies, but also how I covered 2020... This is fine. *No dog was hurt in creating this picture. These are Cuban babies I'd love to joke about this but not now. Friends wanted
Christmas whiskey... I hope they enjoy it! Important rules! #dankOCdecember found it on my keyboard this morning. Every PostNo It's actually a new shadow ammunition for firing AWM bullets like a divine WRATH sniper rifle - a missile launcher - LMG Hybrid 0SHOTS assault rifle!0YOU was crushed by
airdrops. Airdrops.
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